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Beawar – India – Royal Talkies – 2016
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Beawar – India – Royal Talkies – 2016

21

Havana – Cuba – Cosmos – 2010

32

Havana – Cuba – Apolo – 2013

Perris, California – USA – The Perris – 2011

33

Newark, New Jersey – USA – RKO Proctor’s – 2010

Bridgeport, Connecticut – USA – Loew’s Majestic – 2011

Delhi – India – Chand – 2016

Bridgeport, Connecticut – USA – Loew’s Majestic – 2011

94

Turin – Italy – Fiamma – 2008

95

Madurai – India – Aravind – 2012

At one time, seats were not just comfortable, they were luxurious. Audiences were in awe
of their magnificent surroundings. In the days of silent films, folk would frequently visit in
winter because the theatres were much warmer than their own homes. As they entered
these flamboyant palaces, they felt elevated to the lofty social level of the producers and
their stars. The entertainment began even before the lights went out and the film started.
An environment of unimaginable splendour, attentive service, music that moved the soul;
all these things combined to make each visit an unforgettable experience.
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Varanasi – India – Sahu – 2017

Nowadays, hard disks have replaced reels of film. Projectionists often find themselves behind
a counter selling popcorn or issuing tickets, their previous work carried out by a cashier
simply clicking a button. Back in the days of 35mm film, reels were occasionally wound
back to front, producing some rather surprising results on the screen. Some projectionists
would cut some of the more risqué pictures from films for their private collections. Since
films were circulated around numerous picture houses – where other projectionists might
share the same hobby – the heavily edited film would elicit frustration bordering on despair.
In some countries, projectionists were required to perform the role of censors, masking shots
of an innocent kiss on the orders of a government ministry. Later, cinemas impoverished
by falling audience numbers made do with a single projectionist covering several theatres.
He would rush from one to the other on his bicycle. If his bike broke down, the audience
could face quite a lengthy wait in the dark! Many projectionists treated their machines as
living entities, each complete with body and soul. They would give them girls’ names and
speak of them in loving terms: “She does as she is told, she’s a sweet, reliable machine.”
Today, film projection is invariably perfect; no more blurred images, no more scratched
copies ... just a hard disk to connect.
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Sa Pobla – Majorca, Spain – Can Guixa – 2013

Houston, Texas – USA – Tower – 2011

Since the 1920s, cinemas have used their gaudy frontages to attract attention. Vivid neon
colours and shifting patterns can have a powerful effect on human behaviour. Without
realising it, people are drawn towards the source of the mesmerising illuminations and a
promise of delicious surprises.
Although the commercial use of neon spread quickly, it was only the picture palace
frontages that exploited the full potential of its art. Many are truly great works, created by
now forgotten artists. Such works are still frequently encountered in Sweden and the United
States, where they perfectly embody the magnificence of the cinema’s golden age.
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Portland, Oregon – USA – Laurelhurst – 2009
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Mumbai – India – Liberty – 2012

Berlin – Germany – Astor – 2013

Jaipur – India – Raj Mandir – 2014
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